Double Sided Pad
Your double sided Microfiber pad will last twice as long and clean twice as much.

Eco & Money Saver
One pad = 2000 disposable sheets. Brush & Mop can be used to clean without chemicals.

All In One
Brush & Mop saves you from needing multiple cleaning tools.

Eliminates Water Waste
No need for wringing mops and filling buckets. Pressurized sprayer delivers the correct amount of fresh uncontaminated cleaning solution.

Time Saver
60% faster than conventional bucket/wringer system, 46% faster than existing Microfiber systems using press or pedal wringers.

Overview And Use
Brush & Mop is a revolutionary green cleaning product that combines two tools in one. A super absorbent doubled sided microfiber pad and brush combination.

**Use**

**Brush & Mop WET**
- Remove bottle from pole with a twist and unscrew cap
- Fill bottle with proper cleaning solution
- Place cap back onto bottle (without over-tightening)
- Secure bottle back onto pole with a twist
- Pump up solution bottle
- Attach a clean Microfiber pad
- Press thumb button to deliver desired amount of solution on the floor

**Brush & Mop DRY**
- Traps dust, dirt, debris, pet hair, and more!
- Use to sweep or dust your floors.

**Other Uses**
- Composite decks
- Shower walls
- Vinyl siding
- Boats
- Can be used on all hard floor surfaces

**Care**

**For Your Brush & Mop**
- Microfiber pad is washable by hand or machine washable up to 300 times.
- For best results, do not wash with bleach or fabric softener.
- Hang by cloth hook to dry.

20 oz. or 30 oz. bottle applies solution at a rate of one oz. per 100 ft.